
    5.        Every body’s water      Assignment 1 of Ch.6 

Write in your English Literature copy in a new page  

Word Meanings: 

1. ensemble theatre: a play written to be performed by a group of 

                                        actors   

2. exclusive: available only to one person or group 

3. Everybody :  a character who represents all of mankind 

4. fragile: weak; easily damaged 

5. grey-sludge: (here) muddy shade of dirty oil or industrial waste 

6. symbolize: represent 

7. scattered: placed in various direction 

8. chaos: complete confusion 

9. verses: against 

10. indispensable: too important to do without; necessary 

11. evident: clear; obvious 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Difficult words 

1, glaciers, 2.available, 3.Journalist, 4.responsible, 5.supplies, 

6.objection 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

MAKING CONNECTIONS 

Quick answers 



Quick answers 1and2 write in your Literature book on page 87   

1. Groundwater; Water in a bottle; Sea; Ocean; Tap water; Lake     

2. Fill in the blanks. 

a) The news that water has disappeared is shown on Earth TV. 

b) Pollution has changed the colour of the lake to grey-sludge. 

c) Water from the taps just goes down the drain. 

d) In the play, the idea of recharging the ground with water is first given by 

water in a bottle . 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Write in your Literature copy 

REFERENCE TO CONTEXT 

3. Breaking news, live and exclusive on earth TV. All the water has disappeared 

from our planet. 

Q a) Who says these lines? 

Ans. a) A TV journalist speaks these lines. 

Q b) In your own words, explain what ‘breaking news’ means. 

Ans. b) Breaking news means an important urgent news that the news network 

wants to play as a special report. 

Q c) List the four water sources that had run dry at the start of the play. 

Ans. c) The four water sources that had run dry are tap, well, groundwater and a  

pot of drinking water. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

READ, REFLECT AND WRITE 

Q5) Why did Water decide to take Everybody to court? 

Ans.5) Water decided to take Everybody to court because Everybody has been 

carelessly wasting water and polluting what is left of the precious natural 

resource. 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Q6) List any three complaints of the sources of water. 

Ans.6. a) Water tap complained that people turn on the tap longer than needed 

and a lot of water goes into the drain. 

b) Lake complained that because of the harmful chemicals Everybody keeps 

pouring into him, now his colour has changed to grey-sludge. 

c) Groundwater complained that people keep making bore wells and pull out 

whatever is left of Groundwater. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

 

 

 


